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Some coordinate transformations on two variables are obtained that give a
realization of the cyclic group. The differential invariants of scaling transforma-
tions are then combined to give quantities that are multiplied by a complex root of
unity when the cyclic transformations are applied. The second order ordinary
differential equations that are invariant under both scaling and the cyclic transfor-
mations can then be written down. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The simplification of differential equations using Lie groups of symme-
tries is now a well-established procedure. The standard techniques work
with the Lie algebra rather than the Lie group itself. In the application to
second-order ordinary differential equations, a symmetry yields a change
of variables which reduces the equation to first-order. Also, a group
transformation applied to a solution yields in general a different solution.
This has some relevance to satisfying boundary conditions; a knowledge of
the group is required, rather than just the symmetry algebra.
w xIn a recent article Reid et al. 1 considered the equation
d2 u du 4u2
x s q . 1 .2 2dxdx x
The standard procedure based on a Lie algebra showed invariance under
 .  .the scaling x, u ª a x, a u , but when the procedure was modified to
directly determine a symmetry group this scaling group appeared as a
subgroup of a larger group. This involved four parameters, with three extra
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  .  .components not connected to the identity. The full group see Eqs. 3 ] 6
.with m s 1 could be generated using the scaling and four discrete
 2 .transformations i s y1
I x , u s x , u .  .
1i iy1 iQ x , u s x , yux y x .  .4
R x , u s xy1 , uxy2 .  .
2 .
1yi yiy1 yiS x , u s x , yux y x .  .4
which realized the cyclic group C .4
Henceforth in this paper, differential equation will mean a second-order
ordinary equation, and primes will denote ordinary derivatives.
The objective of the present paper is to find the set of differential
 .equations that admit scaling and also the transformations 2 , and then to
generalize this problem to other realizations of cyclic groups. For any
group the class of equations that admit the group may be written down in
terms of arbitrary functions of the invariants of the group. For example,
urx, u9, and xu0 are invariant under scaling. Under the transformation
t s 1rx, y s urx2, urx remains invariant, but the differential invariants
 .require modification: differentiating shows that xu0 y u9 q urx is in-
 .variant; there is no first-order invariant, but u9 y urx merely changes
sign. The equations invariant under scaling and R are therefore
d2 u du u
x y q s E urx , u9 y urx .2 dx xdx
 .where E ?, ? is arbitrary except for being even in the second variable.
This method will be used in the next section, after generalizing the
 .  m .group to non-isotropic scaling x, u ª a x, a u . In the following sec-
 .tions the group is generalized by replacing 2 by other realizations of C ,4
or of analogous transformations giving C .n
2. EQUATIONS INVARIANT UNDER
NONISOTROPIC SCALING
1 .An immediate generalization of Eq. 2 is to replace the number 4
appearing in Q and S by an arbitrary number b. To get a group with
non-isotropic scaling, the x in the transformations on u can be replaced by
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m  2 .x . This leads to the group of transformations i s y1
P x , u s a x , a mu 3 .  .  .a
Q x , u s b x i , yb muxymqmi y bb m x mi 4 .  . .b
R x , u s g xy1 , g muxy2 m 5 .  . .g
S x , u s d xyi , yd muxymymi y bd m xym i . 6 .  .  .d
1These definitions reduce to those of Reid et al. when m s 1 and b s ,4
and the group multiplication table is independent of b and m, and so is
the same as that given by Reid et al. The transformations P are aa
subgroup, but the other three one-parameter families do not contain the
identity. The P and R form a subgroup of real transformations. Aa g
 4realization of C is given by the subgroup P , Q , R , S .4 1 1 1 1
 . ym 1ymThe invariants for nonisotropic scaling 3 are ux , u9x , and
u0 x 2ym. Under the transformation R , uxym remains invariant, but the1
2ym  .second-order invariant is modified to u0 x y 2m y 1 z , where
du
ymz s x y mu x . 7 . /dx
There is no first-order invariant, but z merely changes sign. The equations
 .  .invariant under 3 and 5 are therefore
d2 u du
2 m ymx y 2m y 1 x q m 2m y 1 u s x E ux , z , 8 .  .  .  .22 dxdx
 .where E ?, ? is arbitrary except for being even in the second variable.2
 .The form of 8 is not unique; for example, it could be written
12 2 m ymx u0 y 2m y 1 xu9 q m u s x E b q ux , z 9 .  . .2
 .  .with E ?, yz s E ?, z .
To consider invariance under Q , set x s tyi and u s y¨tyi mym y1
1yi m m 2 .   .bt . Then y s b q urx changes sign and x u0 y 2m y 1 xu9 q2
2 4 ym  . m  . mm u x is invariant, while z s xu9 y mu rx ª yi td¨rdt y m¨ rt .
 .In the previous paragraph, the transformation R multiplied z by y1 ,1
 .  .  .requiring E ?, yz s E ?, z in 9 . An odd function D may be defined by
 .  .D j s yD yj ; alternatively, even and odd functions of j are charac-
terised by the absence of odd or even powers in expansions in powers of j .
The transformation Q multiplies z by yi, so it is necessary to consider1
functions whose expansions in powers of z contain only powers that are
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multiples of 4. These functions will be called cyc 4 functions; an even
function is cyc 2 in this terminology. An alternative definition of a cyc 4
 .  .function F is F iz s F z .
The equations invariant under Q may now be written as1
d2 u du
2 2 m 2x y 2m y 1 x q m u s x F y , z q yz G y , z 10 4 .  .  .  .2 dxdx
1 ym ym .where F and G are even in y s b q ux , cyc 4 in z s xu9 y mu x ,2
2 3  .and otherwise arbitrary. Because Q s R and Q s S , Eq. 10 is invari-1 1 1 1
 .  .  .ant under the group defined by 3 ] 6 ; Eq. 9 makes obvious the
invariance under R .g
w x  .For the equation studied by Reid et al. 1 take 10 with m s 1,
 .  .  . 2  .y s urx q 1r8 , G s 0, and F y, z s 4 y y 1r16 . The example with
1 1 2 2 y5r2 .  .m s , b s , G s 0, and F y, z s y y 1r16 is u0 s u x , a case2 4
of
d2 u
2 ns u x , 11 .2dx
w xwhich was studied by Stephani 2, p. 30 . An example of an equation which
 x 2 2 5admits the P , R subgroup only is x u0 q 2 xu9 q x u s 0, by takinga g
1 1r2 4 2 .m s y , b s 0, and E s ux 1 y u x . This is a case of the2
Emden]Fowler equation
d2 u 2 du
nq q u s 0 12 .2 x dxdx
w xwhich was studied by Dresner 3, p. 14 as an example of symmetry
application.
3. REALIZATIONS OF CYCLIC GROUPS
 .  .Equations 3 ] 6 with a s b s g s d s 1 give a realization of C . To4
extend to similar realizations of C it is convenient to use the variablen
1 ym i .  .  .  .  .y s b q ux , so that 4 ] 6 are Q x, y s x , yy , R x, y s1 12
 y1 .  .  yi .  .x , y , and S x, y s x , yy . It is easy to prove by induction that if1
w v xQ x , y s x , ay q c 13 .  .
then
kk v k kQ x , y s x , a y q c 1 y a r 1 y a . 14 .  .  .  .
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 2 3 n4This is true for any v, a / 1, and c, but for Q, Q , Q , . . . , Q to give a
 . nrealization of C it is necessary and sufficient for Q to be the identityn
P . Thus, v n s an s 1.1
This realization of C may be combined with scaling in x by definingn
kk v k kQ x , y s a x , a y q c 1 y a r 1 y a 15 .  .  .  .a
which gives the group multiplication
Qk Q j s Ql , r s ba v k , l s k q j mod n 16 .b a r
using v jv k s v l and a jak s al.
Returning to the variable u complicates these equations, because x
 .  .appears in the substitution for y. Equations 13 and 14 become
Q x , u s x v , aux m vym y bx m v 17 .  .  .
where an s 1 s v n, a / 1, b is arbitrary, and
Q j x , u s x v j, a jux m v jym y bx m v j 1 y a j r 1 y a . 18 .  .  .  . .
These results will now be combined with scaling to give the generalization
 .  .  .of Eqs. 3 ] 6 . From 18 define
j j jj v m j m v ym m m v jQ x , u s a x , a a ux y ba x 1 y a r 1 y a . 19 .  .  .  .a
 .This gives the same group multiplication as that in 16 .
In summary, this section has shown that realizations of C are given byn
 . n n17 with v s a s 1, a / 1. Some different values of a and v may give
realizations that differ only in the value of b, or by using some power of Q
in place of Q. Appendix A lists the three nonequivalent realizations of C3
and the seven nonequivalent realizations of C .4
4. INVARIANT DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS
 . 0From 19 , Q is just the scaling transformation previously denoted bya
 .  j 4P in Eq. 3 . The transformations Q : j s 0, 1, . . . , n y 1 realize thea 1
 .cyclic group C . Since 16 givesn
Q0 Q j s Q j 20 .a 1 a
invariant equations may be constructed as in Section 2 by combining
invariants under scaling to obtain the differential expressions that are just
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multiplied by a constant when the cyclic transformation is used. Under the
 .transformation 17 , with a / 1, the required quantities are
y x , u s uxym q c s uxym q br 1 y a , y ª yra; 21 .  .  .
z x , u , u9 s xu9 y mu xym v / 1 , z ª vzra; 22 .  .  .  .
h x , u , u9 s u9x1ym q mc v s 1 , h ª hra; 23 .  .  .
j x , u , u9, u0 s x 2 u0 y 2m y 1 xu9 q m2 u xym , j ª v 2jra. 24 4 .  .  .
 .The arbitrary number b has been replaced by c 1 y a with c arbitrary. A
cyc n function of one of these quantities is obviously invariant; for particu-
lar values of v and a, a cyc k function may be invariant with k - n. Thus,
in Section 2, v 2 s a s y1, so j was invariant. The results below are
restricted to equations that can be solved for j , and involve invariant
 .functions F of y and z or h which are arbitrary except for being cyc k in
 l m.the variables. A convenient notation is to let F y , z denote a functionj
 .cyc l in y and cyc m in z . Note that m s 1 or l s 1 means the function
 .  .is arbitrary in z or y , while m s 2 or l s 2 means the function is even
 .in z or y . The indices also show what powers appear in series expansions.
The functions F are multiplied by monomial expressions in y and z whichj
transform in the same way as j .
 .  .  .Thus taking n s 3, v s 1, a s exp 2p ir3 , 23 and 21 show that h,
y, and h 2 y2 get multiplied by 1ra. Therefore the equations invariant under
 .  m m m.the transformations x, u ª a x, a au y ba x are
j s h 2 y2F h 3 , y3 q hF h 3 , y3 q yF h 3 , y3 . .  .  .1 2 3
This result is easily extended to general n; with v s 1 and a s
 .exp 2p irn , the invariant equations are
ny1
n n n n j nq1yj n nj s hF h , y q yF h , y q h y F h , y . 25 .  .  .  .1 0 j
js2
 . 2 2The transformation 17 multiplies z ry by v ra for any v or a, so
yj s z 2F y n , z n 26 .  .
 .admits 17 for any n, v, a, and b, and this term will appear in any other
  .  ..result it is the j s 2 term in 25 . This may mean the equation has a
continuous symmetry, which is discussed further in Appendix B.
For v s a, z is invariant, so the equations invariant under
x ª a x a , u ª a m x m a auxym q ca y c 27 .  .
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are
yj s F y n , z . 28 .  .
2 3For v s a s 1ra, y ª yra, z ª zra , and j ª jra . Under the trans-
formations
x ª a x v , u ª a mrv x m v uxym q c y cv 29 .  .  .
the equations
ny1
n n nq3y2 j j n nj s yz F y , z q y z F y , z 30 .  .  . j
js2
are invariant.
If a s yv, then the equations
yj s F y n , z 2 31 . .
are invariant under the transformation x ª x v, u ª yv ux m vym y
 . m v n r2c v q 1 x . Here n is even, and if a s y1, the equations
yj s F y n , z 2 q y n r2z F y n , z 2 32 . .  .1 2
are invariant.
In equations where n is unspecified, one may replace n by any divisor k
of n for which ak s v k s 1.
 .  .For other specific values of n, a, and v, Eqs. 21 ] 24 may be used to
get similar forms for the invariant equations. For example, n s 4, v s y1,
and a s i give the equations
j s yF y4 , z 4 q z 3F y4 , z 4 q y2z F y4 , z 4 q y3z 2F y4 , z 4 33 . .  .  .  .1 2 3 4
y2 m  . ym  .  .invariant under x ª 1rx, u ª iux q c i y 1 x . Equations 10 , 25 ,
 .  .28 , and 32 complete the n s 4 case for the 5 transformations listed in
Appendix A. For n s 3 there are three independent possibilities, and the
 .  .  .equations are given in 25 , 28 , and 30 .
5. CONCLUSION
This paper has constructed the second-order ordinary differential equa-
tions which are invariant under the continuous group of scaling transfor-
mations and discrete transformations that realize the cyclic group. The
method is to combine differential invariants of the continuous group to get
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quantities that have simple properties under the discrete transformations.
Extension to higher order equations for the transformations considered
here follows easily by considering the appropriate invariants. Noting from
 .  .  .21 , 22 , and 24 that z s x dyrdx and j s z dzrdy indicate that the
w xconstruction given by Olver 4, p. 144 for higher invariants remains valid:
d2zrdy2, . . . can be used, and the effect of the cyclic transformations on
 .  .these quantities can be written down from 21 and 22 . However, it is
convenient to take quantities that avoid quotients when expressed in terms
of x and u. Thus j replaces dzrdy, and similarly the third order quantity
would be
d dz
z z /dy dy
s x 3u- y 3m y 3 x 2 u0 q 3m2 y 3m q 1 xu9 y m3u xym 4 .  .
 3 .which gets multiplied by v ra . The method will also extend to other
continuous groups and other discrete subgroups.
 .  .The values of n which allow Eqs. 11 and 12 to admit discrete cyclic
transformations are precisely those values that produce an exact first-order
 .equation in y and z when the order is reduced using the scaling
symmetry. However, there is not usually any connection between discrete
symmetries and solvability of the reduced equation.
Work in progress on the application of these results will use the discrete
transformations to pass between different solutions. In suitable cases the
discrete transformations will relate solutions which cannot be connected
by using the Lie group component that is connected to the identity.
APPENDIX A: REALIZATIONS OF C AND C3 4
 24For C the realizations are I, Q, Q where I is the identity; if a s3
2p i r3  .  .e then the three cases v s 1, a, a given by 17 are
m 2 mw xQ x , u s x , au y bx , Q x , u s x , au y b 1 q a x A1 .  .  .  . .
Q x , u s x a , aux m aym y bx m a A2 .  .  .
2 a m aym m aw xQ x , u s x , aux y b 1 q a x .  .
a m aym m aQ x , u s x , aux y bx A3 .  .  .
2 a m aym m aw xQ x , u s x , aux y b 1 q a x . .  .
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 2 34For C the seven realizations are I, Q, Q , Q with Q given by4
Q x , u s x , iu y bx m A4 .  .  .
Q x , u s x i , iux miym y bx mi A5 .  .  .
Q x , u s x i , yiux miym y bx mi A6 .  .  .
Q x , u s x i , yux miym y bx mi A7 .  .  .
Q x , u s xy1 , iuxy2 m y bxym A8 .  .  .
Q x , u s xyi , yiuxym iym y bxym i A9 .  .  .
Q x , u s xyi , iuxym iym y bxym i . A10 .  .  .
1 .  .The realization in 2 is A7 with m s 1 and b s . The transformations4
 .  .A9 and A10 leave invariant the same differential equations as their
 .  .complex conjugates A5 and A6 . Since
2 2 22 v 2 m v ym m vw xQ x , u s x , a ux y b 1 q a x , A11 .  .
2 .choosing b to be a real multiple of 1 q a makes Q a real transforma-
tion.
APPENDIX B: FROM DISCRETE TO
CONTINUOUS SYMMETRY
 .If the arbitrary function in 26 is a constant b , then the equation is
2m 2 2 4u q cx x u0 y 2m y 1 xu9 q m u s b xu9 y mu . B1 4 .  .  .
 .According to 17 , this is invariant under
x ª x v , u ª aux m vym q c a y 1 x m v , .
and as the equation does not depend on n, a, or v it is possible to take
 .v s 1 and a s exp 2 iprn where n is arbitrary. This infinity of discrete
symmetries suggests that allowing a to become a continuous parameter
 .  . mwill give a Lie symmetry. In fact, Eq. B1 does admit u ª au q ac y c x
 m.generated by u q cx ­r­ u, as well as the scaling symmetry generated by
x­r­ x q mu­r­ u.
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